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October is here and SCI-Arc shares their Fall 2021 events and lecture series. 

With an exciting line-up of guests, the school will be showcasing two exciting 

exhibitions in addition to their hybrid lecture program.  

Archinect's ongoing Get Lectured series features each school's lectured 

series and their graphic design prowess with eye-catching lecture posters.  

Want to share your school's lecture series? Send us your school's 

lecture series poster and details to connect@archinect.com. 

Kicking off the month of October SCI-Arc will be hosting "Expanding the 

Archive: A Graduate Thesis 2021 Film" from October 1 - 10. On October 6, 

Marion Weiss of Manfredi/Weiss will give her lecture "Liftoffs and Landings" 

on October 6. Florian Isenberg will present his lecture "Strings Attached" on 

October 13 followed by a lecture given by Alison Saar titled "The thread that 

leads the word" on October 20.  

The opening reception of David Freeland's exhibition "Views from the Field" 

will take place on October 22 and run through December 5. Andrew Thomas 

Huang will discuss "Queer Morphologies and Digital Spirits" on November 3 

followed by a lecture given by Victor Jones on November 10 titled "In a 

Strange House." On November 17, Darell Wayne Fields, Ph.D. will present 

his lecture titled "Unraveling" and concluding their Fall lecture series is a 

lecture from Tsuyoshi Tane on December 1. Tane will discuss the topic of 

"memory of place as a guiding principle" through architecture in his lecture 

"Archeology of the Future." 

To learn more about these lectures and events click here. 

 

https://archinect.com/news/article/150283640/get-lectured-sci-arc-

fall-21 
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